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ABSTRACT
While risk is highly subjective, especially when it comes to the private online interactions of youth, third-party annotations are often performed to identify risky content. Therefore, we conducted a mixed-methods study to examine if, how, and why risk perceptions might differ between youth and third-party annotators who were research assistants (RAs). We first asked 100 youth to share their Instagram private messages and flag media that made them feel unsafe. Then, we had RAs annotate the same media to identify what they thought was unsafe or risky. Compared to RAs, youth tended to flag images as risky when they perceived targeted harassment towards them or unwanted solicitations from strangers. In contrast, RAs were more likely to risk-flag sexual images with a humorous undertone shared among friends. Our findings highlight the differences between how online risks are perceived by youth compared to RAs. We provide recommendations for assessing online risks based on multiple perspectives to inform future youth-centered risk mitigation approaches.

Content Warning: Sensitive topics, including sexual risk involving minors, are discussed in this paper. Readers should use their discretion as to whether they would like to proceed.
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1 INTRODUCTION
While being on social media provides youth space for social connection, creativity, and peer support [5], the prevalence of risks associated with multimedia-based content (e.g., images, videos) has grown [48]. Risky media sharing practices on social media can range from posting an image of someone else without their consent [40], sharing a meme with the intent to embarrass or harass someone else [62], using someone else’s photos to create fake profiles [58], or sharing explicit photos or pornography [66]. Given the massive scale of online content, researchers have been increasingly applying computational approaches to detect youth online risks, such as cyberbullying [29, 36, 59, 60] and sexually explicit and/or risky content [9, 48, 64, 65], many of which rely on the perspective of third persons (e.g., crowd-sourced workers) in labeling ground-truth data (e.g., labeling messages as risk vs. non-risky) [29, 54, 59]. Third-party annotations are collaborative tasks often performed in academia for training machine learning (ML) classifiers/algorithms (i.e., preparing the ground-truth data). However, little scrutiny is given to the ecological validity and implications of using such an approach for determining ground truth. As risk is highly subjective [15], understanding differences between youth risk perceptions and those of third-party annotators has far-reaching implications for the real-world ML-based systems deployed based on such translational research and how they impact people in real-world applications. Thus, we tackle the issue of the ecological validity of third-party annotations in designing youth-centered risk prevention programs and detection technologies. To do this we asked the following high-level research questions:

• RQ1: What are the characteristics of risks youth experienced privately through media shared via Instagram Direct Messages (DMs)? Do the risk perceptions of youth versus research assistants significantly differ?
• RQ2: Based on the trends in differences, what are the key themes that help explain the differences in risk perceptions between youth and research assistants?
To answer the research questions, we conducted a user study where youth (ages 13-21) donated their private Instagram conversations and flagged their own conversations for risk. We then had research assistants (RAs) annotate the same conversations for risks. In this study, risky was defined as any conversation that made our participants or someone else feel uncomfortable or unsafe. We gave this same definition to youth and RAs when annotating for risky conversations. Next, we analyzed risky media messages (N = 674) privately received or sent by 42 participants on Instagram, which were identified by either the youth themselves or RAs. To answer RQ1, we examined frequencies of unsafe media flagged by youth versus RAs in terms of risk annotations (e.g., risk types and/or relationship types with the sender) and risk context (e.g., media content type and the nature of risks), and conducted Fisher’s exact tests [21] to identify statistically significant associations between these categorical codes. Then, we qualitatively examined the content of the unsafe media messages to explore how and why the participants’ perspectives and the research assistants’ perspectives differ (RQ2). We found several statistically significant differences in the risk perceptions of youth and RAs. For instance, youth were more attuned to personally targeted attacks (e.g., harassment), while RAs were sensitive to sexual messages with a humorous undertone. While youth flagged messages sent from strangers as risky, RAs flagged more risky messages exchanged between friends. Also, youth did not flag their own risky behavior as unsafe (e.g., smoking marijuana or drinking), while RAs considered these behaviors risky.

Our results confirmed that compared to the youth (first-person), RAs (third-person) annotated significantly larger numbers of media messages as risky. This tendency of RAs’ overrating as third-person was salient, especially when annotating sexual memes for risk, where RAs flagged many of the sexual jokes between youth and their peers as risky when youth themselves did not. Such a trend was noteworthy given that sexual interaction with peers is not necessarily risky and rather considered a natural part of adolescent development. By uncovering these differing risk perceptions, we address an important issue at the intersections of Interaction Design and Children (IDC), Human-Computer Interaction (HCI), and ML automated risk detection research for youth online safety. Our study makes the following contributions to the broader SIGCHI community:

- Advances the understanding of what media youth privately share on social media (i.e., Instagram) and their risk experience by examining unsafe media messages that were flagged by the youth themselves.
- Discovers key differences between how online risks are perceived by youth (first person) compared to research assistants (third person).
- Challenges the common practices (i.e., reliance on third-person) in the ML community for annotating ground truth data to build automated risk detection systems.
- Provides recommendations for assessing online risks based on multiple perspectives and respectfully designing sociotechnical systems to provide safer experiences for youth.

We offer important insights into the shortcomings of relying solely on third-party annotations and underscore the need to incorporate youth perspectives for designing more effective online risk detection models. Therefore, the originality of the work lies in its focus on youth perceptions and its potential to reshape the design of sociotechnical systems.

2 BACKGROUND
In this section, we synthesize the literature on youth online risks and highlight potential gaps that motivate our work.

2.1 Youth Online Risk Detection and Risk Perceptions
When discussing interaction design in the context of adolescents, online safety has been a central concern [1, 6, 8, 16, 26], as we want teens to benefit from online technologies but also protect them from potential harms. Meanwhile, the massive scale of online content generation has led to the development of ML-based risk detection tools to automatically identify such risks in the context of content moderation, as well as specifically to protect youth from online harm (e.g., [2, 4, 9, 29, 36, 48, 50, 60, 64, 65]). In the existing ML literature, one of the common approaches to annotate ground truth data (e.g., annotating whether certain messages are safe or unsafe) for risks is by leveraging third-person annotations (e.g., crowdsourcing) [10, 23, 44]. With this approach, researchers work with annotators to manually code the data based on defined guidelines or definitions. Third-person annotations can be efficient if the coding task is straightforward (e.g., identifying specific objects in images). However, when the tasks involve subjective perspectives such as labeling risky media, relying solely on third-party annotations may be ecologically invalid (e.g., over-flagged) ground truth data [36].

One line of research examines the gap between the perceived influence of media on self versus others, or the “third-person effect.” Proposed by Davison [17], the third-person effect posits that people believe that others are more vulnerable to persuasive media messages than they are, and this perception can influence behavior. Scholars have shown that the significance of the third-person perception can lead individuals’ behavioral responses to support protection (i.e., censorship) for others from the perceived harmful influence of the media [24, 42]. Empirical evidence of the third-person effects on negative media issues (e.g., violence, sexism, racism) has been documented by several studies [20, 24, 30, 55]. For instance, individuals tend to overrate the X-rating and support the censorship of pornography to protect others from the harm of such content [24]. It is argued that the third-person perception is an indication of an underlying paternalistic attitude [41] in which individuals see themselves as capable of defending themselves against potentially harmful media effects while seeing others as in need of protection [42]. This overestimation of the effect of negative or harmful media messages on others can lead people to take preventative action toward others [17].

2.2 The Implications of the Third-Person Effect on Youth Online Risk Detection
Within the evolving field of Human-Centered Machine Learning (HCML), scholars have highlighted the importance of grounding human values and needs in ML-based system development [14], to minimize the potential harms for those who are affected by the systems [18, 25, 47]. From a human-centered perspective, collecting
We conducted a user study of unsafe media messages sent to and received by youth and offer a more holistic view of differences between youth first-person and third-party perspectives, “which potentially could lead to a disconnection between the actual risk perceptions of the youth and their categorization of posts on the platform. Also, the work was focused on cyberbullying while we have a holistic approach to various risk types. Therefore, we offer a more holistic view of differences between youth first-person accounts of risks versus third-person, by allowing youth and RAs to flag conversations for various risk types.

3 METHODS

Below, we present an overview of data collection and ethics in youth on how to remove data prior to uploading it to the system and we gave explicit warnings to avoid uploading any media including the nudity of a minor. Since we asked about potentially triggering sensitive information from participants, we also included the “Help Resources” tab on the website available to participants at all times. When we developed a web-based system to collect youth-donated data, the technical implementation of the system went through an institutional security audit. We ensured that our system passed all security standards and policies of our institution. We followed our data management plan which included only storing data in safe and restricted data storage approved by the university’s information technology security audit team (see Razi et al. [51] for details regarding system development and privacy measures). When presenting the results, we paraphrased quotations and recreated privately shared images to ensure confidentiality. All images presented in this paper are publicly available via a general search (i.e., broadly disseminated images) or have been modified to protect the identity of participants. For the same reason, all faces have been blurred. We did not alter publicly available images, such as memes. More details regarding considerations for data ethics are explained in Section 7.

3.2 Data Annotation Process

3.2.1 Youth’s First-Person Risk Perceptions. First, each private conversation (a set of DMs) was labeled by youth as either safe or unsafe. If the conversation was labeled as unsafe, participants were then asked to identify the specific DMs that made that conversation unsafe, as well as the type of risk(s). The risk types are derived from the existing literature [67] and the existing Instagram risk reporting categories [33]. The seven categories included:

- Nudity/porn: Photos or videos of a nude or partially nude person or person
- Sexual messages/solicitations: Sending or receiving a sexual message (“sexting”) - being asked to send a sexual message, revealing, or naked photo
- Harassment: Messages that contain credible threats, aim to degrade, or shame someone, contain personal information to blackmail or harass someone or threaten to post nude photos of someone
- Hate speech: Messages that encourage violence or attack anyone based on who they are; specific threats of physical harm, theft, or vandalism
- Violence/threat of violence: Messages, photos, or videos of extreme violence, or that encourage violence or attack anyone based on their religious, ethnic, or sexual background
- Sale or promotion of illegal activities: Messages promoting the use or distribution of illegal material such as drugs
- Self-injury: Messages promoting self-injury such as suicidal thoughts, cutting, and/or eating disorders

In addition, participants were asked to provide more context if a conversation was labeled as unsafe such as where they met the sender(s) (e.g., online or offline) and their relationship with the sender(s) (e.g., friends or strangers). We call the above two risk dimensions labeled by youth “risk annotations.” Once participants
completed the risk annotation, we manually verified the data provided by the participants and compensated them with a $50 Amazon gift card for their time and efforts.

3.2.2 Third-Party Research Assistants’ Risk Annotations. Next, we recruited six undergraduate RAs to identify unsafe media messages, who ranged in age from eighteen to early twenties. We consciously recruited undergraduate RAs as our annotators because working with RAs to annotate ground truth data is a common approach in the existing literature [23, 36, 59] and emerging adults (age 18-21) are the closest peer group to the youth who could be knowledgeable about the context of youth online risks. We recruited RAs by sending emails through our university’s academic departments to students who were interested in working on online safety projects. We had an interdisciplinary team of RAs whose majors were Computer Science, Psychology, Criminology, and Sociology. Most of the RAs were voluntary/unpaid and were not incentivized to flag more or less unsafe media messages.

In this work, we did not focus on measuring (dis)agreement among RAs to have them annotate the messages based on their own perceptions of risks as third persons. After completing IRB CITI training and onboarding information sessions, each RA was assigned participants with which to review and annotate all of their private conversations for risks. We developed a web-based tool to facilitate this annotation process. We also had an active Skype group chat with RAs for ongoing conversations about any challenges with the annotation process and for mental health support. We had two RAs code each conversation (a set of direct messages) that participants donated so that each conversation was annotated by the participant and two RAs. All RAs independently labeled the given conversations in terms of 1) whether the conversations are risky or safe, and if risky, 2) risk types. Unlike participants, RAs were not asked to label the relationship to the sender as the third person could not know the exact relationship of the participants with the sender. Therefore, we relied on the relationship type information for RAs’ risk labels by matching the conversation IDs from the participants’ risk labels. If matches in conversation IDs were found, we used the relationship-type labels that the participants provided for those conversation IDs as a proxy.

3.3 Participants’ Demographics and Dataset Characteristics

We collected Instagram data from 100 youth aged between 13-21, with an average age of 16 (SD = 2.03 years). The majority of the participants identified themselves as female (68%), with 24% as males, and 8% as non-binary or preferred not to answer. Participants’ race distribution was as follows: 41% White, 19% Black/African-American, 16% mixed races or preferred to self-identify, 16% Asian or Pacific Islander, and 8% Hispanic/Latino. Participants were mostly heterosexual or straight (47%), followed by bisexual (28%), preferred not to self-identify (12%), and homosexual (11%). From 100 youth, we collected 11,062 conversations, out of which 1,452 (13.13%) conversations were marked as risky by participants. We filtered the dataset to focus on media messages (e.g., images, audio, videos) that had risk types flagged by the youth and/or RAs to focus on media-sharing behavior in a private conversation context. This filtering process resulted in 674 unsafe media messages from 127 private conversations exchanged by 42 youth, which were identified as unsafe by 18 youth and 6 RAs. From 674 unsafe media messages, 41 unsafe media messages were labeled by the participants, 645 were labeled by the RAs, and 12 media messages were labeled by both the participants and the RAs.

Of the 18 participants who flagged their own media messages as risky, 14 identified themselves as females and 4 as males with an average age of 15.5. No participants identified themselves as non-binary or chose to self-identify. Participants’ races included Caucasian/White (7, 39%), Asian or Pacific Islander (5, 28%), Hispanic/Latino (2, 11%), African American/Black (1, 6%), and Mixed races or who preferred not to self-identify (3, 17%). Participants’ sexual orientations included in order 12 heterosexual (67%), 4 bisexual (22%), and 2 homosexual (11%). The relationship status of the participant in their teenage years included 12 single (67%), 3 serious relationship (exclusive) (17%), 2 both single and serious relationship (11%, and 1 dating (nonexclusive) (6%). During their teen years, their caregiver(s) was(were) mostly mother and father (17, 94%), and only mother (1, 6%). Participants used Instagram mostly several times a day (12, 67%), several times an hour (3, 17%), every day or almost every day (2, 11%), and once or twice a week (1, 6%).

3.4 Data Analysis Approach

3.4.1 Qualitative Analyses. After youth and RAs annotated media messages for risks, we performed qualitative analyses on the 674 unsafe media messages to determine the risk context. First, we conducted a content analysis [19] to code each unsafe media message by media content type. Through the content analysis, we came up with the five media content types including:

- Meme: Digitally altered/created images usually containing both images and text
- Screenshot: Images of device screens
- Natural image of the person: Images of a person or body part in the natural world
- Natural image of objects: Images of an object or animal in the natural world
- Art Illustration: Drawn or illustrated artworks

Next, we performed a thematic analysis [61] to identify more nuanced characteristics and patterns within risky media. We began this process by revisiting the dataset and noting down some initial codes based on our observations, considering the larger conversation around the shared unsafe media. From there, we began the full coding process for two more rounds to refine the codes. Through this iterative and comparative process, we identified the three codes:

- Humor: Risky images that contained a humorous undertone (non-serious)
- Broadcast: Risky images that were not directed toward any particular individual
- Personal: Risky images that were sent personally (i.e., to target or address the individual)

With a list of the three codes generated, we constructed themes by examining codes and grouping codes into meaningful patterns. Next, we reviewed our themes alongside our dataset to confirm that they actually captured important meanings within the coded data. After reviewing the theme thoroughly, we named the theme...
the “nature of risk” of the unsafe media message. Note that we
differentiated our content analysis from our thematic analysis to be
precise regarding our mixed qualitative methods. While thematic
analysis considers both latent and manifest content in data analysis,
a content analysis can choose between manifest and latent contents
before proceeding to the next stage of data analysis [63]. Coding
for media type, for instance, was more straightforward and did not
require coding for emerging thoughts or ideas. Meanwhile, coding
for more nuanced insights (e.g., whether the risk was targeted or
humorous) required inferences from the broader context of the
conversation.

Using the codes above, we coded the risky media messages in
terms of “media content types” and “nature of risk.” Each unsafe
message was assigned one code from the media content type and
the nature of risk dimensions. Some of the media messages con-
tained one or more media content types (e.g., image of a person and
image of objects in one media message). In this case, we assigned
one code that was the most relevant to the context of the unsafe
media message. Along with the risk annotations (risk types and
relationships with senders) provided by the participants and the
RAs, the labels for risk context (media content type and nature of
risk) annotated by the researcher were used to examine the differ-
ing online risk perceptions of youth vs RAs. Figure 1 shows the
overview data annotation and qualitative analyses process.

3.4.2 Statistical Analyses. To compare the difference between youth
and RAs based on their risk perceptions and answer RQ1, we con-
ducted Fisher’s exact tests [21] between youth-labeled and RA-
labeled unsafe messages in terms of risk types, relationship types,
media content types, and the nature of risks. The Fishers test is a
type of exact test that is usually used to examine the significance of
the association (contingency) between the two categorical variables
when the expected frequencies are less than 5 [35]. We leveraged
the Fishers exact test to assess whether there were significant differ-
ces in the proportions of our risk themes and codes when unsafe
media messages were flagged by participants versus the third-party
annotators. The p values (α = .05) were used to demonstrate the sig-
nificance of the associations between youth-labeled and RA-labeled unsafe messages.

3.4.3 Qualitative Examination of Youth vs RA Risk Labels. Finally,
we conducted another round of qualitative analyses of the risky
media messages annotated by the participants and the RAs to ex-

plore how and why the participants’ perspectives and the RAs’
perspectives differ (RQ2). Based on Fisher’s exact test results, we
qualitatively compared the content of the unsafe media messages
across different salient risk dimensions (risk types and relationship
types) and contextual dimensions (media content type and nature of
risks) when there was a noticeable difference between participants’
and RAs’ risk perceptions. For comparative analysis, we closely
examined the larger conversation around the shared unsafe media
to understand the broader context of the mismatch between partic-
ipants’ and RAs’ risk perceptions. Through the in-depth analysis
of risky images and youth conversation around those images, we
identified four themes related to how and why risk perceptions
differ between youth and RAs. The four themes included: 1) both
participants and RAs flagged sexually explicit risks 2) youth did not
flag their own risky behavior as unsafe, while RAs did, 3) youth per-
ceived personal attacks disguised as innocuous messages as risky,
while RAs flagged humorous risk, and 4) youth perceived risks
from strangers, while RAs were more aware of risky interactions
between friends.

4 RESULTS

In this section, we present the difference between the participants’
and RAs’ labels in terms of the risk dimensions (RQ1). Then, we
describe the themes of how and why perceptions of online risks
varied between youth and RAs (RQ2).

4.1 Characteristics of and Quantitative
Differences between Risky Media Labeled by
Youth Versus RAs (RQ1)

4.1.1 Risk Types. Out of risk type labels annotated by youth, the
most frequently labeled risk type was “harassment” (19, 38%). The
second most frequent risk type was “nudity/porn” (12, 24%), fol-
lowed by “sexual messages” (8, 16%), “hate speech” (4, 8%), “violence”
(3, 6%), “sale/promotion of illegal activities” and “self-injury” (2,
4%), respectively. RAs, on the other hand, labeled the majority of
unsafe media messages they found as sexual messages/solicitation
(353, 47%), followed by nudity/porn (105, 14%), and harassment (96,
13%). We found a statistically significant difference between the
participant and the RA labels and the risk types based on Fisher’s
test (p < 0.001) (Table 1).
4.1.2 Relationship Types. Out of unsafe media messages with relationship type annotated by participants, the majority (24, 63%) were from “acquaintance” which consisted mostly of harassment messages. Some (12, 32%) messages were sent from “stranger” and we observed all seven kinds of risk types in those messages. Only 1 (3%) unsafe message was sent from either “friend” or “family.” None of the unsafe media was sent from participants’ “significant other.” On the other hand, most unsafe media messages flagged by the RAs were sent from “friends” of the participants (229, 90%), followed by video/audio (134, 21%), and screenshots (133, 21%). A Fisher’s test resulted in a significant difference between the participant and RA labels based on the relationship types with the sender (p < 0.001) (Table 2).

4.1.3 Media Content Types. The majority of the unsafe media messages labeled by the participants were “natural image of person” (25, 61%), followed by “meme” (7, 17%) and “screenshot” (6, 15%). There were 2 (5%) “video/audio” messages and 1 (2%) “object natural image” from the participant risk labels. None of the unsafe media labeled by youth was “art illustration.” On the other hand, the majority of the unsafe media messages identified by RAs were memes (224, 35%), followed by video/audio (134, 21%), and screenshots (133, 21%). A Fisher’s test yielded a significant difference between the participant and RA labels based on the media content type (p < 0.001) (Table 3).

4.2 A Qualitative Examination of Differing Risk Perceptions of Youth Versus RAs (RQ2)

We first present the few instances where youth and RAs flagged the same media messages for risk, then unpack the themes for why they flagged the majority of the media messages differently.

4.2.1 Both Participants and RAs Flagged Sexually Explicit and/or Objective Risks. There were 12 messages labeled by both youth and RAs, most of which were personally targeted sexual risk such as sexually explicit images with natural persons’ genitals exposed. Figure 2 shows publicly searchable examples of a natural image of nudity/porn risk labeled both by the youth and RAs. In the images, an adult man is making a sexual advance toward a younger girl in a school skirt. The images were sent to the youth with the text: “Whatever...You could be my spoiled little princess (smiley emoji).” Also, there was a sexually overt meme consisting of an image of a female and a male having a fellatio and vulgar text derogating the white female which was annotated by both participants and RAs as “nudity/porn.” As can be seen from the examples, sexual risks

### Table 1: The counts and percentages of risk type across participant labels and RA labels. The difference between youth and RA labels was significant (p < 0.001).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk Type</th>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>RAs</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Harassment</td>
<td>19 (38%)</td>
<td>96 (13%)</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hate Speech</td>
<td>4 (8%)</td>
<td>42 (6%)</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nudity/Porn</td>
<td>12 (24%)</td>
<td>105 (14%)</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sale/promotion of illegal activities</td>
<td>2 (4%)</td>
<td>56 (7%)</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-injury</td>
<td>2 (4%)</td>
<td>18 (2%)</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual messages</td>
<td>8 (16%)</td>
<td>353 (47%)</td>
<td>361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violence</td>
<td>3 (6%)</td>
<td>84 (11%)</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>50 (100%)</td>
<td>754 (100%)</td>
<td>804</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1.4 The Nature of Risks. The majority of the unsafe media messages labeled by participants were targeted at the participants personally (36, 88%), followed by humor (4, 10%). Only one risky message was intended to be broadcast (2%). Meanwhile, many of the unsafe media messages flagged by the RAs were framed as humorous (361, 57%), followed by broadcast (194, 30%) and personal (82, 13%). A Fisher’s test resulted in a significant difference between the participant and RA labels based on the nature of the risks (p < 0.001) (Table 4).

### Table 2: The counts and percentages of relationship type across participant labels and RA labels. The difference between youth and RA labels was significant (p < 0.001).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relationship Type</th>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>RAs</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acquaintance</td>
<td>24 (63%)</td>
<td>7 (3%)</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friend</td>
<td>1 (3%)</td>
<td>229 (90%)</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stranger</td>
<td>12 (32%)</td>
<td>11 (4%)</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significant other</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>5 (2%)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family</td>
<td>1 (3%)</td>
<td>3 (1%)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>38 (100%)</td>
<td>255 (100%)</td>
<td>293</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3: The counts and percentages of media content type across participant labels and RA labels. The difference between youth and RA labels was significant (p < 0.001).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Media Content Type</th>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>RAs</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Meme</td>
<td>7 (17%)</td>
<td>224 (35%)</td>
<td>231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screenshot</td>
<td>6 (15%)</td>
<td>133 (21%)</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature image of person</td>
<td>25 (61%)</td>
<td>62 (10%)</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video/audio</td>
<td>2 (5%)</td>
<td>134 (21%)</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art illustration</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>71 (11%)</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature image of object</td>
<td>1 (2%)</td>
<td>21 (3%)</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>41 (100%)</td>
<td>645 (100%)</td>
<td>686</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4: The counts and percentages of nature of risk across participant labels and RA labels. The difference between youth and RA labels was significant (p < 0.001).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nature of Risk</th>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>RAs</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Humor</td>
<td>4 (10%)</td>
<td>361 (57%)</td>
<td>365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broadcast</td>
<td>1 (2%)</td>
<td>194 (30%)</td>
<td>195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal</td>
<td>36 (88%)</td>
<td>82 (13%)</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>41 (100%)</td>
<td>637 (100%)</td>
<td>678</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
flagged by both RAs and youth were overt and targeted directly toward the youth. There were also harassment messages flagged by both participants and RAs. In one example, the participant’s face was used as a stranger’s screensaver without consent from the participant. The image was followed with requests for the youth to send nude photos of the participant and be a secret friend: “Go to the mirror with full nakedness and take good look at yourself.”

Overall, the risky media messages flagged by both youth and RAs were more explicit and targeted than those that were flagged by only one of the two parties.

4.2.2 Youth did not flag their own risky behavior as unsafe, while RAs did. In RQ1, one of the least risky media content types youth labeled was video/audio. When reviewing the unsafe videos exclusively identified by RAs, we found that many of them were of “sale or promotion of illegal activity,” in which participants themselves performed/promoted risky behaviors. For instance, we noted a set of messages (sent from the participant) that featured videos of the participant smoking marijuana and drinking vodka. There was another set of risky images flagged exclusively by RAs in which the participant was either holding marijuana or weighing it Figure 3a, but none of them were flagged by the participant.

We also observed a similar trend among unsafe screenshots of “harassment,” most of which were flagged solely by the RAs, not by the participants. For instance, we noticed that some screenshots of harassment were being exchanged between the participants and their friends to disseminate how participants (as perpetrators) harassed someone else. None of these messages were flagged by the participants.

The trend was consistent for risky memes created by the participants or their peers, which were identified exclusively by RAs. For instance, there was a set of media messages in which youth and their acquaintances/friends were exchanging risky memes that contained various types of risks such as hate speech, violence, self-harm, and nudes. Yet, none of them were perceived as unsafe by
youth. Figure 3b is an example of a publicly searchable meme of violence/self-harm sent from the youth with the text “Trust nobody not even yourself,” which was identified as unsafe only by RAs.

4.2.3 Youth perceived personal attacks disguised as innocuous messages as risky, while RAs flagged humorous risks. In RQ1, we found that participants were more likely to flag “personally targeted” media messages, while the RAs were more likely to flag “humorous” or “broadcast” media messages as unsafe. Among participants’ risk labels, many of the personally targeted media messages were of harassment, which RAs often overlooked. For instance, in one conversation, the sender sent thirteen messages containing photos of themselves and repeatedly asked participants to rate the photos on physical attractiveness with the text: “Which one you like...Rate me lmaoo.” While the youth asked the sender to stop sending such requests: “Ok chill with all the texting pls.” In this example, RAs did not perceive the shared images as risky since the selfies themselves can look like innocuous messages, but the participants felt uncomfortable or unsafe (i.e., labeled as harassment) because they were being inundated by unwanted messages. Another example is a meme of a student sitting in a class with the text “At that point in the semester where...IDK what’s going on” (Figure 4a). RAs did not flag the image as risky since it contained no explicit content. On the other hand, the participant felt uncomfortable as the meme was targeted at the participant and labeled the messages as harassment.

The discrepancies between the participant labels and the RA labels were also found when considering humorously framed risks. The majority of humorous messages were “sexual messages” with sexual undertones identified exclusively by the RAs (Figure 4b). Many of the humorous sexual messages were of sexual memes or screenshots that were publicly available online. Although the messages contained sexual themes and references (i.e., “who’s gonna give it to him”), when they are framed in humor, youth did not perceive them as unsafe while RAs did. Overall, we found that participants perceived less risk from humorously framed sexual messages. However, they perceived more risk from personally targeted harassment messages even when there were no explicit content risks (e.g., threat or sexual risk) in the messages. RAs, on the other hand, perceived less risk from personally targeted messages if there were no explicit content risks in those messages but noticed more risk from sexual messages with a humorous undertone.

4.2.4 Youth perceived risks from strangers, while RAs were more aware of risky interactions between friends. In RQ1, we found that the participants rarely flagged media messages from their friends, while RAs most frequently flagged them. When reviewing the risky messages that were flagged exclusively by the RAs, we found that nearly all of those messages were sexual memes, art illustrations, screenshots, and nudity/porn exchanged between the participant and their friends. Many of the sexual memes and screenshots youth exchanged with their friends were publicly available via search, while many of the sexual art illustrations and nudity/porn were created by the youth themselves or their friends. Figure 5b shows an example of sexual messages sent from youth’ friends, which was perceived risky exclusively by RAs. Although the messages contained sexually explicit visuals and/or texts that were targeted toward the participant, they did not perceive them as risky since the messages were sent from their trusted parties for fun.

On the contrary, youth tended to flag humorously framed sexual content as risky when it is coming from strangers. For instance, one participant flagged a humorously framed video of a sexual message that was sent from a stranger as unsafe (while RAs did not). In this video, a boy is making sexual jokes about a female character. Although the message was humorously framed, the participant perceived it as risky because it was coming from an unknown party. There was also a sexual meme with a humorous tone, but participants perceived it as a sexual risk as it was sent from a stranger (Figure 5a). Taken together, we confirmed that participants
5 DISCUSSION

In this section, we first discuss the implications of our findings and how they relate to the existing literature. Then we discuss the implications of our findings related to designing ML approaches for risk detection, youth education, and online platform design. Finally, we acknowledge the limitations of our work and provide suggestions for future research directions.

5.1 Differences in Risk Perspectives

5.1.1 Third-person Effects in Youth Online Safety Context. Our results confirmed that compared to the youth (first-person), RAs (third-person) annotated significantly larger numbers of media messages as risky. That is, the pattern of RAs’ over-flagging unsafe media aligns with the third-person effect documented in the literature [17]. This tendency of RAs’ overrating as third-person was salient, especially when annotating sexual memes for risk where RAs flagged many of the sexual jokes between youth and their peers as risky when youth themselves did not. This is a noteworthy trend, particularly given that sexual interaction with peers is not necessarily risky and rather, considered a natural and necessary part of adolescence [4, 52, 67]. RAs’ overrating of unsafe media messages could be the reflection of their paternalistic views toward youth (even with a small age gap), assuming youth are more vulnerable to the negative impacts of such potentially unsafe content than they are, hence, youth need protection even from jokes among peers if the content is sexual in nature. This paternalistic view could have been heightened for sexually risky cases due to the perceived sexual vulnerabilities of females [22]. In fact, the majority of our participants were female, and some of the sexual images annotated exclusively by RAs were selfies of females expressing their sexuality for consensual sexting, which does not always lead to harm [52]. Although we did not ask RAs about their perception toward youth’s susceptibility to unsafe content in this study, we showed in what ways this perception gap manifested. Future research is needed to explore deeper into how third-person perceptions impact the annotation tasks for youth online risks.

5.1.2 Strangers can be risky, but so can friends. We discovered that youth’s relationship with the sender has an impact on their perception of online risks. For one, we observed “stranger danger” scenarios where participants felt unsafe with humorous media content sent from strangers. In fact, the issue of online stranger danger is not new. Existing literature established that teens are generally at higher risk of potentially harmful online interactions with strangers [8]. Our findings add empirical evidence to prior literature that youth perceived more risks from strangers and that it is crucial to empower youth with coping strategies (e.g., nudging, education) for stranger danger. At the same time, youth underestimated the risks posed by their friends or trusted parties that RAs highlighted. This raises concerns because prior literature confirmed that the youth had a harder time dealing with certain risks from their friends than strangers [52]. For instance, pressure from friends or romantic partners affects youth sexting decisions while youth have conflicting feelings (e.g., doubt and shame) about engaging in sexting [27]. Hence, we need to investigate ways to empower youth by educating how to set safety boundaries and deal with risks when they occur with people they know.
Another pattern we observed in our study was that the youth did not flag their own risk (in many cases, involving friends) or take into account the negative impacts of risks (e.g., promoting smoking, harassing peers) as risky, while RAs did. This could be explained as the extension of third-person effects beyond the direct relational context between the youth and the RAs. That is, the scope of the third-person effect could be extended beyond the context of the direct relationship between the first-person and third-person (youth and RAs in our case). Prior literature showed that both parental mediation and support for censorship were associated with the parents’ perceived negative effects of televised violence not only on their own children but also on other children [28]. In our case, when annotating for risks, RAs may have considered potential risks posed to not only youth participants but also those who interacted with youth (e.g., friends and acquaintances). Future research is warranted to explore the degree to which third-person perceptions can be extended when evaluating online risks for youth.

5.1.3 Are humorous risks still risks? Our findings suggest that the framing of risks (i.e., humorous vs personally targeted) could be a key factor that differentiates perceptions of online media risks between youth and RAs. Prior literature suggested that youth may create and share risky content for fun [12]. This could have been the case for our youth; they may have perceived some of the explicit contents exchanged with their friends to be funny, rather than personally risky. Additionally, youth frequently found explicit content risks to be “irrelevant” or even pursue such risks [4] because they perceive that non-targeted risks need not be “resolved” and hence, can largely be ignored [67]. The participants in our study may have perceived that unsafe messages that were not personally targeted did not warrant labeling the interaction as risky. RAs, on the other hand, may have perceived the same explicit content as risky because their focus was more on the content itself and less on the contextual information around the conversation as a whole (e.g., friends making sexual jokes). Again, this could be due to the paternalistic views of RAs toward youth that youth need to be protected from exposure to explicit content, including humor.

On one hand, it might be beneficial for youth if they can ignore and are not adversely impacted by non-targeted and/or humorously framed explicit content. At the same time, being insensitive to such content may lead youth to be in high-risk situations in the future. In fact, as developmental theory captures, some levels of risk-taking and experiential learning are normal aspects of adolescent developmental growth [11]. For instance, by exchanging sexual jokes, youth may socialize and learn about sexual experiences. However, some of the risky content generated by other youth (e.g., violence) was the second most concerning risk for younger teens [39]. The high priority given to youth-generated risky content is noticeable as it has received less attention than sexual content or bullying. Similarly, being exposed to youth-generated media about underage drinking and smoking marijuana may trigger future online and offline problematic behaviors [43]. Hence, setting a healthy balance between allowing youth to learn from low-risk experiences and protecting them from high-risk situations is necessary. Future research can examine youth-generated risky content with various risk levels and how we could support youth set healthy boundaries between fun and danger.

5.2 Implications for Designing Machine Learning Approaches for Risk Detection

Our work provides important insights into designing automated detection of youth online risks. Developing more accurate risk detection algorithms is the end goal of our work. Therefore, establishing robust ground truth for what is risky is an important prerequisite to designing such algorithms. We observed that annotating online risk is a highly subjective task, and hence, we cannot do this objectively with a level of consistency, even after all the measures we took to ensure consistency. Particularly considering the third-person effect, if we continue to rely only on over-rated third-party annotations for ground-truth annotations, risk detection systems will have high false positive cases. Our findings ground the need for methods to collect risk-flagged data including those who experience the risks, rather than relying on the third person alone to make it more ecologically valid [3]. On one hand, our stance is first-person who encountered the risk should have the strongest voice when historically, this has not been the case. On the other hand, we acknowledge that youth are still forming their sense of risk awareness and there are reasons why we see the differences from both sides. Therefore, we suggest assessing online risks based on multiple perspectives and respectfully designing technologies to provide safer experiences for youth. Additionally, the key differences between youth and RA risk perceptions could serve as foundations for engineering and fine-tuning features in machine learning models to detect youth online risk. These human-centered approaches to designing youth online risk detection will be more translatable in the real world and benefit youth for their “rich ecological validity” [36].

Our findings also have implications beyond youth online risk detection. The differences in risk perceptions uncovered in this study could impact the design of automated support systems. Now, ML-based automated systems pervade our society, ranging from medicine and public health [13, 46] to criminal justice and child welfare [56]. Given the pervasiveness and the scale of impacts of decisions made by such systems, there has been a shift to applying a human-centered lens to computational approaches [37, 53]. Among many, fairness and bias in ML-based systems are critical topics that must be addressed by the SIGCHI community. Our work adds valuable insights into this shift by highlighting the importance of the voices of those who are often replaced by proxies. We call for more efforts toward reflecting the real-world experiences of key stakeholders in the design of ML-based sociotechnical systems. In addition, we acknowledge the ethics and challenges of trauma-informed research such as our own work. Collecting risk labels from vulnerable populations is challenging as it requires researchers to make additional efforts to ensure that participating in research does not put vulnerable youth in more harm. In our study, we went through a rigorous process to ensure the safety of our research participants, from building a secure system to collect risk labels to providing mental health resources for youth and annotators. Due to such efforts, we had no adverse experiences reported by both youth and annotators. Yet, our research team conducted a follow-up interview study (forthcoming publication) to share our experiences and discuss the ethics of trauma-informed research in-depth, but the study was outside the scope of the current study.
Additionally, since personal information could be easily traceable even in aggregated data, we need extra care for the privacy of the youth. We note that dealing with sensitive data entails various challenges that researchers should carefully address. Privacy protection of participants and ethical usage of data should be the utmost priority, which should be extended to the speculated usage of the applications when deployed in real-life scenarios. Future research should address ethical and privacy-preserving ways to work with sensitive datasets generated by the most vulnerable youth. Taken together, our work is a step forward to work with ecologically valid datasets so that translational research has a real-world impact on youth online safety.

5.3 Implications for Practice and Design

5.3.1 Practical Implications for Youth Education. Our research provides practical implications for youth online safety education. We revealed that youth were often insensitive to their own risky content, such as animated pornography or videos of underage drinking. However, it highlighted the importance of recognizing the potential harm of such content, as it could lead to problematic behaviors online and offline. Hence, we need to play a critical role in educating youth by increasing awareness of risks that they cannot see themselves. Risk assessment from the third-person perception (such as RA risk labels in our study) would provide educators and practitioners with valuable insights into risky media that is often overlooked by youth. At the same time, we acknowledge that not all explicit content (e.g., sexual jokes between friends) is necessarily unsafe for youth. Given that teens can potentially benefit from being exposed to low online risks (e.g., develop interpersonal skills such as boundary setting and empathy [67]), we do not want to take away these opportunities from youth by over-flagging their online interaction as risky, which could increase the chances of false positives and hence, lead us to miss the most concerning risks that need to be addressed. Thus, our role in practice should not be focused on flagging every explicit content, but rather on helping youth become aware of and more sensitized to risks that they may not perceive on their own.

5.3.2 Design Implications. One of the key findings of our study was that unsafe media messages identified by youth were mostly from strangers or acquaintances. To mitigate the issue of ‘stranger danger,’ social media platforms may apply a message filter in which youth are informed about the potential risks of viewing messages from strangers and that they can choose whether or not to view the message at all. Automatically blocking private messages from unknown adults could be an aggressive yet proactive solution to protect youth from being exposed to unsafe content. Given that Instagram already implemented a policy in which adult users are not allowed to privately message teens under 18 who do not follow those adult users [31], this might be an easy intervention for social media platforms to actively moderate online stranger danger. Furthermore, we acknowledge that not all media content shared between youth and their peers is safe. Social media platforms could play a critical role in alerting youth-generated risky content (e.g., screenshots of youth harassing others, videos of illegal activities of youth), although youth consider such content to be non-risky or even fun. Using the third-person risk labels, social media platforms can design and implement a nudging system to alert youth about the potential risks in youth-generated risky content. Receiving nudges may increase risk awareness of otherwise desensitized youth and may mitigate the opportunities for them to consume youth-generated risky content.

Finally, as not all explicit content is necessarily unsafe to youth, social media platforms can consider contextual factors when designing filters to alert or block risky media content. One way to do so is to add more interactive features to their safety features. For instance, social media platforms can add feedback features to the filtering system (e.g., Sensitivity Filter [32]) so that youth can provide interactive feedback (e.g., reporting false alerts) to the system. They can also consider adding customization features to allow youth users to tailor filtering/alert systems to work best for them. This way, social media platforms can reflect unique perspectives of youth to design interventions to promote youth online safety.

5.4 Limitations and Future Research

We acknowledge a few limitations of our work. First, due to the qualitative approaches used in this study, we focused on analyzing 674 private media messages exchanged on Instagram; thus, we note that our findings cannot be generalizable. Another potential limitation would be sampling bias. Participants of our study must have registered as active users on Instagram for a certain time and signed up to donate their data for research purposes. Thus, we recognize that the results from this study may not be the same for other youth populations. Future research could endeavor to explore differences in perspectives with a more diverse pool of youth and annotators with conversation data collected from other social media platforms. In addition, as risk is highly subjective, we expected to have a certain level of disagreement among RAs for our risk annotation tasks. However, disagreement among human annotations is not necessarily considered noise because there could be a plausible range of human judgments for subjective tasks (such as ours), rather than a single ground truth [45, 49]. Future research can explore different types of potential biases in online risk data annotation in depth and ways to mitigate such biases. Furthermore, our dataset may not reflect the entire unsafe media messages privately exchanged on Instagram. For legal reasons, we asked our participants to remove any instances of child pornography from their data, hence, we were not able to include such high-risk and/or illegal media. Finally, we recognize the ethics of research involving vulnerable populations, which continues to be an important open issue within the scholarly communities. While understanding the first-person perspective is valuable, studying online risks with youth can unintentionally put an “already vulnerable population at greater risk” [7]. Reviewing and flagging risky media could have made youth feel uncomfortable. Having said that, the issue of youth online risks is a critical one, and research such as ours is necessary for designing youth-centered online safety interventions.

6 CONCLUSION

Our findings challenge the prevailing reliance on third-party ground truth annotation to design youth online risk detection systems. We examined the key dimensions of how and why perceptions of online
We collected Instagram data from youth between the ages of 13 and 21. The participants were required to have had at least 15 direct interactions, or recommendations expressed in this material are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of our sponsors.
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